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Leveling the Load. 
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Sudden spikes in demand—which translates to workload for you and your employees—are toxic 
to people and processes. Whether you’re an emergency department team dealing with an influx 
of mangled drunk drivers on New Year’s Eve, an customer service department processing a huge 
batch of orders generated by an end-of-season sale, or a coffee shop barista at 8:45am, a sudden 
surge in volume is tough to manage. Errors increase, customer requests slip through the cracks, 
and everyone is stressed out.  
 
That’s why great companies “level the load”—the workload, that is. They actively smooth out 
the volume of work to avoid having employees struggle like overloaded pack mules to keep up. 
For example, I’ve seen an accounting department break invoices into two hour “buckets” for 
each person so that everyone has the same volume of work to handle. I’ve worked with product 
development teams that have staggered the development of new products so that they and the 
factory sample rooms can reduce the work burden. 
 
But what if your business is seasonal, as it is if you’re an outdoor or sporting goods company? 
It’s hard to level the load if you make skis or running shoes. You’re always going to sell more 
skis in the winter, and more running shoes in the fall. How do you level that load, except by 
building a robust business in Argentina?  
 
One way to level the load of inherently seasonal businesses is to proactively encourage 
customers to work with you earlier, before your peak season begins. For example, your customer 
service department could make outbound calls to customers and give discounts to those who 
place orders early. Or your credit department could make calls to existing customers in your off-
season to resolve any credit issues (or raise credit limits) before the peak season starts. 
 
The warranty department of a camping goods maker I worked with developed an elegant 
approach that not only benefited them, but helped the marketing department as well: they 
emailed existing customers in March reminding them to send in any gear that needed warranty 
service. As an incentive, customers who responded within 30 days received a company sticker 
and a free logo t-shirt. The result? Consumers got faster turnaround on their gear repair, and had 
their gear ready for the summer camping season; the company got several hundred people to 
promote their brand with the logo tees; and the warranty department lightened the workload 
crush of the summer season.  
 
There are other ways to level the load of work in any department during the course of a day, a 
week, or a financial period. The key consideration is how to smooth out the variations in 
customer demand. With a little creativity and forethought, you can make work easier for your 
team, and even (as in the example of the warranty department above) turn it into a marketing 
opportunity.  


